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FINE  ART 
PRINTS

Gicleé – the production of a digital fi ne art print combining a style and refi nement praised by creative 
people in fi ne art and photography. At PHMedia we use the latest Epson professional Inkjet proofers.

Our paper is hand-picked from a professional range with an archival life of 80 years daylight and 200 
years dark. The versatility of the Fine Art Poster Hahnemühle Pearl stock is perfect for colour and B/W 
photography, literally turning photography into art. This particular stock with a pearly gloss fi nish produces 
the touch of genuine art paper and is very popular among photographers.

The impressive contrasts and spatial depth obtained, achieve dynamic colours when printed direct from 
the original RGB fi le.
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Gicleé – the production of a digital fine art print combining a style and refinement praised by creative 
people in fine art and photography. At PHMedia we use the latest Epson professional Inkjet proofers.
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Original artwork is scanned by our WIDETEK 25 A2 3D scanner. Its key features ensure industrial quality 
of contoured medium surfaces, for example, oils, textiles and fl at surface art such as watercolours.

The fl atbed scanning area has a size limit of 635 x 470mm (25 x 18.5 inches). Above this it will be 
necessary to photograph the artwork using a high resolution full frame camera in our studio. Colour 
calibrated lighting and monitors implement accurate viewing conditions ensuring perfect reproduction.
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Frame Size 620 x 420cm 

Delivery times: We print all items to order. Approximate despatch times are as follows:
Fine art posters within 2–4 business days
Framed prints within 7–14 business days
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Various frame fi nishes are available including: Oak / Gold veneer / Walnut / Black / Titanium / White
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ADD  A 
SHOP

Select your prints from the images we hold, or provide alternatives for us to prepare for Print On  
Demand (P.O.D.) without cost.
 
We’ve also asked our website developers to provide the facility for a remote set up ‘shop’ on YOUR site 
to make it simple…. 
 
For a low initial fee, your magazine shop is up and running with PHMedia fulfilling orders and paying you 
the publisher monthly to reflect orders taken. Contact us for more information.
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